
70 Bloodwood Street, Zuccoli

Hey Google
Hey Google, can you drop the drop the blinds please and turn the lights on
in the living room.

Welcome to the solar powered “Tech House”, positioned in the master
planned suburban setting of Zuccoli, this home has been crafted by the
team at KTM Homes with an unrivalled attention to detail. On top of that,
the owner has loaded the home with automation to make your life easy with
just the push of a button.

At street level the home is lit up with decorative lighting that can change to
suit your footy team colours, birthday parties or just for fun. The front door
has a passcode entry and inside even the lights can be controlled and
colour changed as well. The irrigation can be run on your phone from the
comfort of your couch and you can even tell the blinds to go down by just
saying “hey google”.

The kitchen has stone counters and banks of built in storage in timeless
white tones and overlooks the open plan living and dining areas. All of the
bedrooms are spacious and the master includes an elegantly appointed
ensuite bathroom and walk through robe.

Outside is a gorgeous in ground swimming pool surrounded with tropical
gardens and rolling green lawns with an easy care design to please. For a full
list of perks that come with this incredible home, call me today.

Feature Points:

-The owner has loaded the home with automation to make your life easy

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $623,000
Property Type Residential
Property ID 380
Land Area 480 m2
Floor Area 185 m2

Agent Details

Nikki Vazanellis - 0450 473 710

Office Details

Core Realty (NT)
62 Bridge St Muirhead, NT, 0810
Australia 
0450 473 710
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